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It was about halfway through a long, ouzo-spritzed lunch 
in Tel Aviv when I got to thinking about how great 
restaurants have fundamentally changed. If the early 
2000s was the era of restaurants as theater, the late teens 
are a time of restaurants as parties. Fine dining has given 
way to fun dining. 

I still love spending hours above a white tablecloth being 
wowed by 20 inventive, beautifully presented courses—
artful molecular-gastronomic morsels made with Pacojets 
and tweezers. But a girl can do that only so often. And as 
the Michelin stars blur into a hazy galaxy, the supernovas 
that stand out are informal joints that serve excellent food 
in a sophisticated setting but don’t take themselves too 
seriously. 

Even if we don’t crave heavy comfort food, we do crave 
comfort rooms—places where we feel at ease among 
friends (maybe even being hosted by them) and forget 
about the messy world outside. Some of the best 
restaurants today are ones where you sit elbow-to-elbow 
with others, dishes circulate family-style, and the 
progression of courses is interrupted for socializing, 
sunshine breaks outside, and dancing between—or 
atop—the tables. And that’s at lunch. 

 

By that score, it’s hard to name a restaurant scene that’s 
more appealing than Israel’s. 

For starters, there’s the food, a mélange of influences 
from North Africa, the Middle East and the Mediterranean 
that’s heavy on fresh vegetables, bright with lemon and 
briny with olives, subtle with spices, and strong on 
delicious spreads that can be lavished on bread. There’s 
abundant fish in coastal areas like Tel Aviv, and grilled 
meat everywhere (except maybe if the restaurant is 
kosher). Blissful simplicity makes it rich in flavor. (Fun fact: 
Israel has the world’s highest percentage of vegans, about 
twice as many as in the U.S., and plant-based menus 
proliferate.) 

 

But it’s the atmosphere that made me fall in love with 
eating Israeli-style. The best restaurants aren't hushed 
culinary temples but festive rooms full of people having 
fun. That’s the case at Haim Cohen’s Yaffo–Tel Aviv, 
where I found myself sardined in with fellow diners as a 
parade of creamy hummus, zesty tabouli, gnocchi with 
spinach, grilled calamari and groaning platters of roasted 
fish with tomatoes landed on the table. It happened again 
at the Old Man and the Sea, an admittedly touristy joint, 
where 20 mezzes arrived as we sat down and a waiter 
insisted on taking selfies with me when I stood to 
photograph the dining room. 

Then there was Ouzeria, chef Avivit Priel Avichai’s sunny 
new taverna-style dining room. She and her servers bring 
Mediterranean mezze like grilled sardines, roasted root 
vegetables with labne, crudo and ethereal half moons of 
beet ravioli that were among the best things I ate in 
Israel—and they splash shots of ouzo and vodka into tiny 
glasses and lead the dance party in between all the 
delectability. 
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Granted, my international dining companions were 
exceptionally festive: I was with food writers, star chefs 
and the organizers of Round Tables, an annual culinary 
festival that pairs Israel’s top chefs with international 
luminaries—13 this year, including David Thompson of 
Nahm in Bangkok, Matt Lambert of the Musket Room in 
New York and Peruvian star Diego Muñoz. (I visited Israel 
as a guest of Round Tables and the tourism ministry.) This 
is a crowd that’s notorious for having fun. But they have 
good reason to celebrate. In 2015, more than 10,000 
locals and tourists attended Round Tables, and in both 
2015 and 2016, most of the dinners sold out within days 
of being announced. 

Both Round Tables dinners I attended—Michelin-starred 
Geneva chef Francesco Gasbarro’s (La Bottega) 
collaboration at the Norman (a rich beet-gorgonzola 
risotto was a standout) and Venezuelan-born, 
Copenhagen-based Carlos Ponte’s (Taller) Nordic-
accented Latin dinner at Popina—were solidly enjoyable 
evenings, made even more so by the knowledge that the 
pairings were fleeting. 

But it was the most pedestrian of eating excursions that 
will stick with me. A stroll through Carmel Market became 
a grand tour of countries Americans are no longer likely to 
visit: Druze-style crepes, a Lebanese deep-fried egg-and-
potato called burika (hawked by a guy wearing a Gaddifi 
hat), Turkish borek; and various Iraqi dishes at Hashomer, 
where we thought menu items like “cauliflower on fire” 
were funny mistranslations until we tasted their spice. 
(The next day, a delicious homemade kombucha from 
Café Levinsky 41 in Levinsky Market gave us the illusion of 
compensating for our excesses). Israel’s ebullient eating 
culture extends beyond liberal Tel Aviv. 
 
The festive, dancing-on-tables scene at Machneyuda in 
Jerusalem belies that city’s staid image—at a group lunch, 
the chefs turned out Greek salads, polenta in jars, local 
crudo, beef kebabs, mushroom risotto and sea bass with 
tapenade. But the food didn’t matter so much as the party 
vibe. 

 

In Israel’s wild north, Abu Ashraf, a beautifully cluttered 
old coffeehouse, is an atmospheric place to refuel from 
spiritual forays into historic churches in Nazareth, where 
the proprietor fries blintzes over a burner and douses 
them with sugar syrup. They're yummy but too many 
would have ruined what turned out to be my favorite 
Israeli dining experience. 

That was a very breezy picnic, seated on Turkish carpets 
and cushions beneath carob trees at the organic farm 
hand-built 25 years ago by an Israeli couple who still run it 
and staffed by enthusiastic international WWOOFers. 
(Don't call it a kibbutz.) Known as Goats in the Wind (for 
obvious reasons), the farm produces roughly a dozen 
delicious French- and Italian-style cheeses. Those are are 
the prelude to a rustic, deeply satisfying lunch of labne 
and bread followed by salads based on tomatoes, 
eggplants and beets, all complemented by homemade 
wine. It’s far from a white tablecloth, and exactly what 
makes eating in Israel so satisfying. 

Contact Dehoney Travel for information to destinations 
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